What can I do for Ukrainian refugees?
Support “Centro Astalli”
Join the campaign “I stand by them”
Many people in these hours are asking us how to help refugees fleeing the war in Ukraine. What
do they need? How are they? We are ready to help them!
The great willingness and solidarity shown towards those who suffer on the part of civil society come
as no surprise. This confirms that we are an open and supportive community.
Together we can do more!

Millions of people are fleeing the Ukraine. A sudden, unexpected, unimaginable war for a
humanity still suffering from the pandemic.
Refugees are travelling, they are lining up at the borders, looking for a safe place, looking for
peace. They are mostly women and children who have been forced to leave everything: home,
school, work, family, while fathers remained in the country, to defend democracy, freedoms and
the rights of their nation.
Centro Astalli is ready to do its part in assisting and accompanying people arriving in
Italy.
They need food, medical care, legal assistance, shelter and cultural mediators.

For 40 years Centro Astalli, the Italian section of the Jesuit Refugee Service, has been engaged in
activities and services to accompany, serve and advocate the rights of those arriving in Italy
fleeing wars and violence.

We ask you to join us on a journey made up of concrete actions that are not a mere offer of services
but the building of a relationship in which every refugee has the right to be welcomed, listened to,
recognized in dignity.
Helping people fleeing Ukraine, helping refugees, is a way of recognizing ourselves as a living and
supportive community.
THANK YOU from our hearts and from the people we will be able to reach with your help!

DONATE NOW! A contribution, even a small one, is important!

There are several ways to support the services and initiatives of Centro Astalli and show your
solidarity with refugees. For your donation::
Postal account, n. 49870009, to: Centro Astalli per l’assistenza agli immigrati ODV – via degli Astalli
14/A – 00186 Roma
Wire Transfer, Banca Intesa Sanpaolo,
Bank account Centro Astalli per l’assistenza agli immigrati ODV – IBAN
IT27N0306905020100000076831 – code BIC BCITITMM

